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Civil Aviation Transportation is rising on average of 30 percent along 
with national economic development of our country, however, Air Traffic 
Control service can not gratify the need of this development. The shortage of 
its technicians and under-developed control methods are the major existing 
obstacles to the progress of Air Traffic Control. Therefore, How to keep and 
encourage those technicians is our most important task. 
The author analyses the current status of the salary system of X Air 
Traffic Management Centre, pointing out the issues of the former system, and 
offers proposals of the modification project, trying to find a salary system for 
air traffic system of civil aviation. 
This paper includes four chapters bellow: 
Chapter 1 is a simple overview of compensation management theories. It 
introduces the meaning and the designing principle of compensation. 
Chapter 2 analyses the current status of the salary system of X Air Traffic 
Management Centre. It simply introduces the concept of Air Traffic 
Management and general situation of X Air Traffic Management Centre, and 
evaluates its current salary system, putting forward the improvement direction. 
Chapter 3 is the improvement project for X Air Traffic Management 
Centre. 
Chapter 4 is the conclusion. In this chapter, from the difference of former 
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